Heinlein's rendering of programming in the far future was even more primitive than programming the IBM 701, which was largely done in assembly language, as Marc Rochkind documents in his draft history.
c We have come a long way from 1953 and, ironically, oral interaction with computers has become increasingly common, not to enter binary codes, but to speak to the computers to get them to accept and execute tasks. For example, pretty much anywhere you use a keyboard, Google's applications now allow you to speak. We are still far from serious dialogue, but one can begin to imagine this possibility.
The history of programming is one of increasing abstraction and context. High-level frameworks and built-in libraries fashioned in layers together with parallel operation and remote procedure calls mediated by networking protocols have changed the programming landscape over the past 60 years. Anyone who has programmed spreadsheets or created presentations can appreciate the power of high-level constructs. Programming in languages c http://basepath.com/new/701/Programmingthe-IBM-701.pdf like Python, JavaScript, Ruby on Rails, or HTML5 seems to me rather different from FORTRAN, ALGOL, and C++. I look forward to hearing from readers with experience in some or all of these languages and applications to learn how they view the progress of programming over the decades. I have written before about the problems we still face with regard to programming errors and I will not repeat my diatribe here, but one does wonder to what extent the mistakes we make are in part a consequence of the level of language in which we express our intentions. The lower the level of expression, perhaps the more generality we can achieve, but at the potential risk of making serious mistakes. One is reminded of Edsgar Dijkstra's famous letter to Communications "Go To Statement Considered Harmful." d This leads me to wonder whether it is possible to write significant programs by way of high-level oral (or written) interaction with a programming system. For this to work, I suppose it has to be possible to discuss with the programming system the objectives of the program, to enter into fairly specific descriptions of algorithms, and to interact with a growing body of program text that represents the programming system's understanding of the programmer's intent. One might have to be able to ask questions about the evolving software and its anticipated behavior. We have a long way to go to reach such an objective.
In a kind of Turing test variant, one might pit a really good programmer against an automatic system, with the party carrying out the negotiated programming effort trying to distinguish between the automatic and the manual programmers.
